
MADE IN ITALY



Certificates

Patents



The company

Experience 
is the guarantee.

Our staff invented and patented the revolutionary marine toilet with Vortex system in 1988.

Later Tecma srl was established for the industrial production of such systems.

In 2009 PLANUS SPA was founded. Thanks to our experience, the Planus toilets were completely 

redesigned and improved in the key points, thus bringing technical innovations to the maritime 

industry.

We have as many as 16 patents applied to our products.

Planus provides qualified technical assistance and commercially worldwide, giving maximum support 

to our customers as we have a network of international distributors.

With thirty years of experience we founded Planus Engineering.

Our technicians and engineers offer advice to the plumbing and electrical project for

toilet and the pumping unit of gray water, in order to implement the system in the most suitable way 

toget the best performance of our products.

A good system allows the proper functioning of the product. 

The continuous support we provide to yards and on board vessels is the basis of our preparation.

Planus Engineering offers a wide range of services including: consulting and supervision during the 

project, testing of the system, direct-line help and technical assistance on board.

For more information visit our website www.planus.eu .

All the Planus products are Made in Italy

PLANUS DECLARES THAT ALL THE PRODUCTS COMPLY WITH THE 

EN ISO 13857:2008

CONCERNING THE SAFETY ON MACHINERY



In addition to the attention for the aesthetics  both for toilets and accessories (as in example the new 

“Touch” Flush Controller), patents have been applied for (RM2009U000173 - RM2010U000076) in order 

to gain technical improvements of the products in terms of noiseless operation, efficiency and reliability.

These advantages are noticeable and allowed Planus to receive the “Best Choice” Award from Practical 

Sailor Magazine in an official comparison among marine toilets from 5 of the major worldwide 

manufacturers,  performed in the  USA .

Advantages

·Noise: 

·Performance of the discharge:

·Prevention of the smell: 

·Quality of the product: 

 Planus is the quietest (see point 1)

 Planus has the highest maximum discharge (see point 2)

the introduction of the Stainless Steel valve seat for the one-way valve 

definitevely prevents the smell issue (see point 3)

(see point 4)Planus has superior quality construction 

EXCTRACT OF “PRACTICAL SAILOR”       www.practical-sailor.com

MANUFACTURER                    RARITAN               DOMETIC     JABSCO            THETFORD (TECMA) PLANUS

MODEL #

MODEL NAME

PRICE

BOWL MATERIAL

SIZE (H-W-D)

WEIGHT

PORT SIZES (IN/OUT)

RUGGEDNESS OF PARTS

STYLE & APPEARANCE

AMPS PER MAKER SPECS

MAX DISCHARGE
HEIGHT

WARRANTY

FLUSH NOISE LEVEL

CONSTRUCTION

TIME TO FLUSH
1 GALLON OF WATER

BANANA &
PAPER EFFICIENCY

EASE OF INSTALLATION

231HS012

Marine 
Elegance

$1.291

China

16.75 x 14.38 
x 19.25 in.

52 lbs.

½ in. / 
1 in. or 1 ½ in.

Excellent

Oval bowl

18 amps

10 feet

1 year

76 decibels

Excellent

22 seconds
(2 flush)

7 seconds
(1 flush)

Good

A8R12

Atlantes
Freedom

$1.479

China

17.8 x 15 
x 19.5 in.

59 lbs.

¾  in. /  1 ½ in.

Excellent

Oval bowl

20 amps

12 feet

1 year

76 decibels

Excellent

10  seconds

10 seconds

Fair

(Sealand)8152

MasterFlush

$700

China

18.375 x 14.75 
x 18.375 in.

53 lbs.

½ in. / 
 in. or 1 in.1 ½

Excellent

Oval bowl

20 amps

9.8  feet

1 year

74  decibels

Excellent

12 seconds

12 seconds

Good

58040-1012

Deluxe Flush

$999

China

17.6 x 14.7 
x 17.6 in.

48 lbs.

¾ in. / 1 ½ in.

Good

Oval bowl

20 amps

Not stated

1 year

75 decibels

Good

23 seconds

23 seconds

Good

90450

Artic
Standard

$1.200

China

18.4 x 14.8 
x 17.2 in.

54 lbs.

¾  in. / 
 1 ½ in.

Excellent

Oval bowl

40 amps

29 feet

2 years

71 decibels

Excellent

10 seconds

8 seconds

Fair

38485

EasyFit

$700

China

17.4 x 14.3 
x 18.7 in.

48 lbs.

Excellent

Oval bowl

30 amps

6 feet

2 years

78 decibels

Excellent

13 seconds

5 seconds

Good

38660

Tecma 
Silence Plus

$1.149

China

17.75 x 14.5 
x 17 in.

63 lbs.

Excellent

Elongated
 bowl

30 amps

18 feet

2 years

86 decibels

Excellent

20 seconds

10 seconds

Good

¾  in. / 
 1 ½ in.

¾  in. / 
 1 ½ in.

$ $

$Best Choice             Budget Buy        Recommended

*
                TEST RESULTS

DELUXE ELECTRIC TOILETSVALUE GUIDE

1

2

3

4

PLANUS ARTIC STANDARD

Planus Marine Toilet Systems are manufactured in Italy and sold through Scandvik Inc. in Vero Beach, Fla.
The technical staff is a marine toilet innovator who founded Tecma. It is no surprise that the Planus toilets have many pump 
components that are nearly identical to those found on the Tecmas, with some key differences. 
Among the changes is a stainless-steel valve seat meant to prevent odors from coming back into the toilet (see page 20). The 
company offers six very stylish models in 12 color schemes with various available options. Highend models reach all the way up 
to the Race model, which sells for $9,000. 
We tested the popular Planus Artic Standard, which came with a remote control box with a switch and a heavy-duty 
“Electrovalve” solenoid to regulate pressurized water. 
The heart of the system is its high-speed Vortex discharge pump that Planus claims will push liquid up to 29-feet high.
The Artic is quite heavy, has above-average construction, and came with a pre-wired harness that connected to a sealed 
electronic box with one pushbutton. It included a heavy-duty bronze inlet pipe with a large solenoid and backflow preventer. 
Pushing the button starts a timed sequence to add water, quickly flush twice, and then add a little water to leave fresh water in 
the bowl. A knob on the back of the control box adjusts how much water is left in the bowl after flushing. 
It is tall and heavy but has a deluxe look; all components are heavy duty; and the operation is very impressive,quiet, and efficient.

Bottom line: 
Our price-is-no-object Best Choice, the Artic has more oomph than the small-boat owner will likely need (or want to pay for), but 
this quiet, powerful, clean flusher was the cream of the crop. 



Thanks to the superior quality and reliability of our products, PLANUS can offer a  5 
years warranty.

Our warranty strenghtens the choice for Planus by the major yacht builders.

YEARS WARRANTY YEARS WARRANTY 

Advantages



Technical Advantages

THE LOWEST NOISE LEVEL

PLANUS MARINE TOILET has been identified as the most quiet.
In order to get this result, we developed every part of the system

VORTEX PUMP

The Vortex pump is basically a turbine that is not self-priming. When flushed, water and air are sucked from 
the bowl into the pump. In our competitors integrated pump toilets, this air has no way out. This trapped air 
prevents water from filling the pump. Consequently there is cavitation  producing  noise and vibration. 

PLANUS SOLUTION:

An air evacuation tube,  placed on the top of the pump, allows the pump to completely fill with water. 
Thus, the pump is perfectly primed, silent and powerful.

BENEFITS:

1) Dramatic reduction  of noise
No cavitation means no vibration and reduced noise.

2) Higher performances
No cavitation means to have 100%  pump capacity. Most of the time, published performances are  
obtained in a bench test of the pump alone, manually primed before the test. These conditions are
 far different from real world applications.

3) Reduced timing for flush the toilet
While the pump is running in cavitation, the suction power is reduced. Having a self-primed pump, 
our toilet flushes in a shorter time.

PATENTED ANTI-CAVITATION DISCHARGE PUMP

Patent n. RM2009-U00173

SUCTION

CONNECTION FOR
AUTOMATIC 
AIR EVACUATION

DISCHARGE

NOTE:
The noise level is generally expressed as sound pressure, measured in dbA.  
dbA is not linear, but logaritmic. Roughly, a difference of 3 dbA means the DOUBLE 
of sound pressure



Technical Advantages

THE LOWEST NOISE LEVEL

WATER HAMMER ARRESTOR

A banging noise in the water pipes is clearly audible when the solenoid shuts off.
PLANUS has introduced the “water hammer arrestor” as a standard component of its preassembled inlet 
set.

PLANUS SOLUTION:

BENEFITS:

This water hammer arrestor minimizes the noise produced when the solenoid shuts off.

WATER HAMMER ARRESTOR FOR THE INLET SOLENOID

STRAINER
(filter)

WATER HAMMER
ARRESTOR SOLENOID

PLANUS MARINE TOILET has been identified as the most quiet.
In order to get this result, we developed every part of the system

NOTE:
Upon request, as alternative to standard brass solenoid with stainless steel piston, filter and water 
hammer arrestor (1), Planus is able to supply a small plastic solenoid (2). 



Technical Advantages

THE LOWEST NOISE LEVEL

DRIPPING FLUSH SYSTEM

The pressure of the water entering into the bowl through a spray nozzle causes an annoying hiss.

PLANUS SOLUTION:

BENEFITS:

1) Draining water makes no noise

2) Cleaning Efficiency

Cleaning of the bowl by a spraying nozzle depends on the water pressure. 
             If there is not enough, the jet won’t cover the whole surface.If it too much, the jet could even         
             splash out.The Dripping System quietly cleans the entire inner surface of the bowl.

DRIPPING WATER SYSTEM

Water is not sprayied. it just fill a water trough around the entire bowl, then drains down through a series of 
holes.

The whole surface
(including the front 
area) is washed

WATER DRAINS
from a series
of holes

WATER TROUGH

PLANUS MARINE TOILET has been identified as the most quiet.
In order to get this result, we developed every part of the system



Technical Advantages

NO BACKFLOW or SMELL

ONE-WAY VALVE WITH 
STAINLESS STEEL SHUTTER

Efficient sealing of the one-way valve prevents the smell from entering the bowl. Generally, one-way valves 
used for toilets require a significant back pressure to keep them closed with  sufficient sealing.
Competitors toilets often recommend a high loop in order for water pressure to generate sufficient back 
pressure to seal the one-way valve.

ONE WAY VALVE WITH RUBBER CLAPET AND STAINLESS STEEL VALVE SEAT

Our stainless steel valve seat is the solution. Plastic moulded valve seats can have small deformations 
which can cause an inefficient seal.Our stainless steel valve seat on the other hand, ensures a perfectly 
uniform and long lasting surface which will provide an efficient seal without the need for high back pressure.

PLANUS SOLUTION:

PLANUS one-way valve is SELF-CLOSING. It does NOT need additional back pressure for sealing.

BENEFITS:

1) No need for vented loops in the discharge path to generate back pressure against the valve. 
The path is much easier to install *

2) No smell coming out of the toilet.

3) No dirty water coming back into the bowl.

* NOTE:
For safety reason, some installations will require a vented loop system to prevent seawater
from siphoning back into the toilet when the discharge is connected through a seacock to the sea.
For further information, see  or contact our technical assistance.www.planus.eu

http://www.planus.eu


INTEGRATED SIPHON BRAKER

Technical Advantages

Upon request the ventilation valve (siphon breaker) can be included directly in the toilet.

This additional device prevents siphoning issue, due to the movement of the water and 
the path of the discharge pipeline.

If the discharge pipeline is not adequately ventilated, depending by its geometry in 
certain condition the movement of the water can activate the siphoning issue, that can 
self-empty the bowl, affecting the proper operativity of the toilet.

NOTE: the integrated valve can not replace the siphon breaker required in case of toilet 
installed below the sea level and discharging outboard.



Technical Advantages

PERFECT MATCHING TO THE WALL

Planus has introduced a solution to the problem of deformation during the production of the ceramic bowl.
 

Manufacturing porcelain required raw materials to be heated to 2,264°F (1240 °C) During this process the 
material is softened and is reduced by approximately 11%. Some deformation is inevitable.

PLANUS has introduced a numerically controlled cutting machine to rectify the base and the rear wall of the 
toilet so they will be uniform.
This extra step guarantees that there will be a perfect 90° between the base and the rear wall of the toilet. 



Technical Advantages

HIGHEST QUALITY

PRESTIGIOUS SEAT AND COVER
WITH STAINLESS STEEL 
SOFT-CLOSE SYSTEM

These days, a common feature in high end toilets is the soft-close seat and cover.
But this system has only been applied to light plastic seats and covers.

PLANUS developed and produced a series of soft-close hinges with the highest 
quality SUGASTUNE hardware, the world leader in this field, and applied them to our 
luxurious wooden seat and cover with bright polyester coat.

The new soft-close hinge made of  AISI 316 stainless steel  offers soft-close efficiency 
with robust elegance.

ORIGINAL
SUGATSUNE

DAMPER

ORIGINAL
SUGATSUNE

DAMPER



Technical Advantages

HIGHEST QUALITY

ALL THE TOILETS AVAILABLE
WITH INTEGRATED BIDET 

In addition to our coordinated bidets, PLANUS offers  the option of an integrated bidet 
water jet for all its toilets. The water jet  is a practical,  space saving solution for having 
the convenience of a bidet even where there is no space for a coordinated  bidet.

ARTIC,ELITE,SMART,MATCH and STILO ranges have the water mixer installed on the 
bowl (integrated bidet version only).

The other ranges’ use an external mixer which allows for coordinating the mixer design 
with the other fixtures being used in the bathroom.

COORDINATED BIDET

Planus has a complete range of bidets for the perfect match with all toilets.



Technical Advantages

STYLE

WIDE RANGE OF CONTROL PANELS

PLANUS has a large offer of Control Panels for its toilets.
This makes it possible to customize the  products according to your style.PLANUS

Standard

Family 

Slim

Slim 
All-Frames 

TOUCH

1 or 2 buttons,compatible with Vimar IDEA frames

Homelike design and simplicity of use for the 
occasional guest. Many colors available.

Reduced dimensions, both in width and tickness.
1 or 2 buttons, compatible with Bticino Living
Vimar Eikon - Vimar Plana frames

Reduced dimensions, both in width and tickness.
1 or 2 buttons, designed to be compatible with
ALL THE COMMERCIAL FRAMES

Crystal surface and Touch technology.
Backlit.
1 or 2 buttons, available in full glass or many
luxury finishing 



Technical Advantages

SLIM ALL FRAMES System

PLANUS presents the new version of its SLIM Control Panel.

The renew design makes it possible to install the Slim Control Panel with any 
commercial 
3-gang frames such as  Bticino (Living - Light - Light Tech - Axolute), Vimar (Eikon - 
Eikon Evo - Plana - Arké), Ave (S44), ABB (Mylos - Chiara), Gewiss (Chorus).

The SLIM ALL FRAME maintains its feature to be absolutely thin  in order to be 
installed on walls with limited space behind.

Any commercial
mounting frame

Any commercial
cover plate

PLANUS
Slim All-Frames

Bticino Living                                                         Bticino Living Light                                                       Bticino Axolute                                                           Bticino Axolute

Vimar Eikon Evo                                                        Vimar Eikon                                                              Vimar Plana                                                                Vimar Arké

ABB Elos                                                                  ABB Mylos                                                                ABB Chiara                                                                Gewiss Chorus

Possible combinations (examples)

124,723 mm



Highest quality’s materials, finest technology, pure design. 

The easiest way to turn the toilet’s control panel
into an elegant furnishing element

Technical Advantages

TOUCH 

    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE

    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE

    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE

    BEFORE USE                              AFTER USE
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TOUCH panels have a crystal backlit display working with TOUCH technology.

In addition to Full Glass versions, a wide range of refined materials are available in 
many combinations to customize the Touch panel and make it unique.

Possible combinations (examples)

Most of the customers are now installing the TOUCH Glass Control Panel as their standard

Ferretti Group FIPA-MAIORA Group Overmarine

New Pershing 62 New AB Yacht 140 New Mangusta 94



Technical Advantages

HIGHEST QUALITY
GREY WATER TRANSFER UNITS

Pro-Lift TWIN

PATENTED

Pro-Lift MONO

PRO-LIFT

Planus has a range of professional transfer units for pumping grey or black waters with a 
patented system, to pump higher vertical distances when necessary to reach holding tanks.

The units contain one or two Vortex pumps, extremely powerful and quiet thanks to patented 
anti-cavitation system.

The units are furnished with an integrated one-way valve.

PRO-LIFT series: 

Compliant with norms
 

waterproof IP 68 (SUBMERSIBLE) and explosion-proof 

MARINE ISO 8846  -  EN 28846

EN ISO 10133  -  EN ISO 13297

Pro-Lift is a stainless steel box perfectly sealed, able to be installed in any environment; it’s 
the only certified grey water  transfer unit with IP68 protection which can be installed, in either 
24V or 230V versions, in locations which and be exposed to water, such as the bilge.

Pro-Lift is compliant with ISO 8846 and EN 28846 with regards to “protection against ignition 
of surrounding flammable gases”. It can be installed in the locations where the regulation 
requires an higher safety level for the possible presence of flammable gases. 



Technical Advantages

HIGHEST QUALITY
GREY WATER TRANSFER UNITS

WATER-LIFT

Water-Lift is a plastic box units with some protection IP55.
Available in 12V, 24V e 230V.

WATER-LIFT series: sealed IP 55

             Power        Voltage           

Water-proof

Standard EN 13297

PATENTED

Explosion-proof

ISO 8846
Directive  94/25/EC

Planus   Pro-Lift           500 W         230 V                  IP 68                             YES 

Planus   Water-Lift       500 W         230 V                  IP 55                              NO

Application of grey water unit
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3D Project

DESIGNED
FOR 

Following the market trend, PLANUS is focused on offering shipyards tailor made 
solutions.

For example, PLANUS developed a new toilet with multi-functional seat expressly for 
the Ferretti Group now installed aboard FERRETTI-CUSTOM LINE 124. 

R&D Department



R&D Department

NEW  FROM PLANUS

SUPERIOR QUALITY FOR REDUCED SPACE REQUIREMENTS.

MATCH

All the components are built-in into the toilet foot as a single unit, 
no need for extra space under the step level. 

Despite to the size, the same discharge system is installed as for 
other Planus toilets.
Operated by a Vortex pump and siphoned pipe which grants the 
best performance in terms of reliability, silence and safety. 

Also available with integrated kit bidet.

Compliant with European standards
of safety

2006/42/CE
UNI EN ISO 13857:2008



R&D Department

 Stilo : Toilet and Bidet of latest generation

With clean and minimalist lines represents the top of the Planus range.

Available in different size.

Available with integrated kit bidet.



               Products



References



References

The complete list is available at www.planus.eu
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Technical Data



 

 

 

 

Planus S.p.A.   S.S. Flaminia Km 57,250 – Z.I. Prataroni 

01033 Civita Castellana (VT)   -   Italy 

Tel. +39 0761 542052 Fax +39 0761 540723 

www.planus.eu   info@planus.eu 
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